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Abstract
Background: Nitrogen deprivation and replenishment induces massive changes at the physiological and molecular
level in the green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, including reversible starch and lipid accumulation. Stress signal
perception and acclimation involves transient protein phosphorylation. This study aims to provide the first experi‑
mental phosphoprotein dataset for the adaptation of C. reinhardtii during nitrogen depletion and recovery growth
phases and its impact on lipid accumulation.
Results: To decipher the signaling pathways involved in this dynamic process, we applied a label-free in vivo shotgun
phosphoproteomics analysis on nitrogen-depleted and recovered samples. 1227 phosphopeptides belonging to
732 phosphoproteins were identified and quantified. 470 phosphopeptides showed a significant change across the
experimental set-up. Multivariate statistics revealed the reversible phosphorylation process and the time/conditiondependent dynamic rearrangement of the phosphoproteome. Protein–protein interaction analysis of differentially
regulated phosphoproteins identified protein kinases and phosphatases, such as DYRKP and an AtGRIK1 orthologue,
called CDPKK2, as central players in the coordination of translational, photosynthetic, proteomic and metabolomic
activity. Phosphorylation of RPS6, ATG13, and NNK1 proteins points toward a specific regulation of the TOR pathway
under nitrogen deprivation. Differential phosphorylation pattern of several eukaryotic initiation factor proteins (EIF)
suggests a major control on protein translation and turnover.
Conclusion: This work provides the first phosphoproteomics dataset obtained for Chlamydomonas responses to
nitrogen availability, revealing multifactorial signaling pathways and their regulatory function for biofuel production.
The reproducibility of the experimental set-up allows direct comparison with proteomics and metabolomics data‑
sets and refines therefore the current model of Chlamydomonas acclimation to various nitrogen levels. Integration of
physiological, proteomics, metabolomics, and phosphoproteomics data reveals three phases of acclimation to N avail‑
ability: (i) a rapid response triggering starch accumulation as well as energy metabolism while chloroplast structure is
conserved followed by (ii) chloroplast degradation combined with cell autophagy and lipid accumulation and finally
(iii) chloroplast regeneration and cell growth activation after nitrogen replenishment. Plastid development seems to
be further interconnected with primary metabolism and energy stress signaling in order to coordinate cellular mecha‑
nism to nitrogen availability stress.
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Background
Microalgae are powerful CO2-neutral sources for biofuel/
bioethanol/biomass production since they can convert
solar energy, carbon dioxide, and wastewater into massive pools of carbon [1, 2] such as triacylglycerol (TAG)
and starch [3, 4]. At the same time they do not compete
with arable land for nutritional crops. This is especially
important because nutritional crops are still used for
biomass and biofuel production which is politically irresponsible with respect to decreasing plant productivity in
global climate change and hunger crisis in poor regions
of the world [5]. Accordingly, fundamental research on
algal metabolism and physiology with respect to biomass
and biofuel accumulation is a most pressing demand [5].
Among microalgae, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Chlamydomonas) has been extensively studied as a model
organism [5–12]. The availability of a sequenced genome
[13], various genetic tools [14, 15], a rapid growth rate,
and tolerance to environmental changes (e.g., light intensity) has made these algae an attractive model for investigating a wide range of fundamental and industrial
applications such as biofuel/bioethanol production [15].
Research on algae growth under nutrient limitation conditions has indicated that nitrogen (N) deprivation results
in TAG and starch accumulation which are accompanied
by significant physiological and structural reprogramming [16–18]. To understand the adaptive mechanisms
of Chlamydomonas to N depletion, several studies have
used a combination of metabolomics, proteomics, and
transcriptomics tools along with physiological measurements to identify the pathways involved in lipid accumulation during N starvation [19–22]. Molecular processes
during the recovery phase, however, have been neglected
in these studies although starch and lipid accumulation
is completely reversible by nitrogen replenishment [7].
Previously, we have addressed this question by setting up
an N depletion and recovery experiment and applying a
combined proteomics, metabolomics, and physiological
analysis strategy to infer systemic correlation networks
and provide a better understanding of cell adaptation
and recovery [7]. Many processes involved in post-translational and degradation processes were identified indicating the intimate involvement of signaling by protein
kinases [7]. Indeed, orchestration of the cell adaptation to
environmental stimuli is known to be mediated by signaling processes, which regulate protein activity through
post-translational-modification (PTM) [23]. Among the
different forms of signal perception and transduction,

reversible protein phosphorylation controlled by protein
kinases and phosphatases is one of the most fundamental processes. Kinases and phosphatases are involved in
intricate networks to adjust the transcriptome, proteome,
and metabolome to environmental changes. Intriguingly,
despite the importance of protein phosphorylation in
rapid stress perception and signaling, the characterization of the phosphoproteome dynamics during N stress
has never been studied for Chlamydomonas. Therefore,
there is little knowledge about Chlamydomonas signaling
pathways and potential regulatory processes, especially
those implied in N stress adaptation. How important
these signaling processes are has been demonstrated by
Quantitative Trait Locus (QTL) analysis identifying a
QTL acting as suppressor of carbon reserve accumulation during optimal growth [24]. A forward genetic
screen identified a dual-specificity tyrosine-phosphorylation-regulated kinase-1, a homolog of the yeast kinase
Yak1, as a regulator of TAG accumulation under nitrogen and sulfur stress [25]. Another plant-specific DYRK
mutant (DYRKP) was identified as accumulating more
oil than the wild-type under control and nitrogen deprivation conditions [26]. Concomitantly to these targets, the conserved TOR (Target of Rapamycin) and
SnRK1 (Sucrose-non-fermenting-related kinase-1)/
Snf1 (Sucrose-non-fermenting kinase-1)/AMPK (AMPdependent-activated kinase) kinases, which control
growth based on nutrient and energy availability (AMPK
negative control, TOR positive control), are also involved
in stress signaling [6, 7, 27–30]. Recently, we have defined
and analyzed the AMPK orthologs in Chlamydomonas
CKIN 1, 2, and 3 under cold stress acclimation [6]. In
eukaryotic systems, an antagonistic crosstalk of AMPK–
TOR signaling is proposed with AMPK upstream of TOR
[29, 31]. TOR is a protein kinase which promotes protein translation and growth when enough nutrients are
available [32]. In Arabidopsis, AtTOR RNAi lines show
a growth inhibition while starch and lipids accumulate
[33]. Inhibition of TOR in Chlamydomonas triggered
growth inhibition, while starch and TAG accumulate
[34]. Interestingly, in Chlamydomonas, phenotypic and
metabolomic observations between N stress and rapamycin treatment are similar [35, 36]. Further it was shown
in Chlamydomonas that TOR inhibition like nitrogen
deprivation induces autophagy through the accumulation of ATG8 protein [35, 37]. As autophagy is a dominant process in stressed Chlamydomonas cells, we have
addressed this question as well by analyzing protein
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phosphorylation in nitrogen depletion and recovery
experiments.
In the present study, we used an experimental set-up
initially designed by Valledor et al. [7] and applied shotgun phosphoproteomics for the identification and quantification of the in vivo phosphoproteome [29, 38, 39].
Stability and robustness of molecular and physiological parameters between our measurements and those
obtained by Valledor et al. indicate a remarkable reproducibility of the experimental set-up enabling a confident
integration of phosphoproteome data with both proteomics and metabolomics data [7]. The obtained phosphoproteomics data were subjected to functional annotation,
statistical analysis and integration with metabolomics,
proteomics, and physiological data to provide a systemlevel analysis of stress perception and transduction.
Significant changes in protein phosphorylation pattern
were further investigated with the help of STRING/protein–protein interaction networks [40]. Results reveal
a highly dynamic adaptation of the phosphoproteome
during nitrogen depletion and inverse processes during
the recovery phase. Sparse-Partial-Least-Square (SPLS)
network analysis was used to integrate phosphoproteomics data with both physiological and proteome data [7].
These data mining processes revealed a multifactorial,
sequential, and reversible reprogramming of primary
metabolism, starch, and lipid accumulation, as well as
chloroplast growth inhibition and degradation characterized by specific in vivo signaling pathways. Most specifically, these results highlight the central role of DYRKP
and AMPK–TOR signaling pathways as key coordinators
of the Chlamydomonas metabolism to N availability and
as potential targets of interest to study regulatory processes as well as energy stress signaling in green algae in
the context of starch and lipid accumulation.

Results
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Fm), chlorophyll (Chl) content as well as starch and total
lipid content (Fig. 1) (See “Methods”).
Nitrogen-depleted culture growth is significantly inhibited from 0 to 72 h when compared to the control culture
growth rate (Fig. 1a, b). Chlorophyll content decreased
from 1.7 µg Chl mg−1 FW to less than 0.9 µg mg−1 FW
after 72 h of N deprivation (Fig. 1c). Chlorophyll fluorescence detection was used to measure the maximum
quantum efficiency of photosystem II (PSII), referred to
as Fv/Fm, during N deprivation (Fig. 1d). Fv/Fm decreases
during the first 24 h (from 0.75 to 0.5), while in the control samples Fv/Fm stays stable (Fig. 1d). Fv/Fm results
corroborated the results observed previously [7, 41, 42].
Figure 1e, f shows the total lipid content and starch concentration during nitrogen depletion and replenishment.
In 72 h, nitrogen-depleted samples accumulated 1.68-fold
more lipid and 10.6-fold more starch than the control
condition. Lipid accumulation was found to take place
mainly between 24 and 72 h while starch content showed
an increase from 5 to 72 h of N depletion (Fig. 1e, f ).
N replenishment quickly reverted these physiological
adaptations. During the first 5 h of nitrogen replenishment,
fresh weight presents a twofold increase while cell number
is almost stable (Fig. 1a, b). Finally, after 24 h of nitrogen
recovery, the nitrogen-depleted samples reached 75% of the
control condition cell number. The decrease in chlorophyll
content observed in the first 5 h after nitrogen recovery
(Fig. 1c) might be explained by a higher growth rate compared to chlorophyll biosynthesis. Indeed the total amount
of chlorophyll at 77 h is similar to the 72 h time point (Additional file 1: Figure S1a). After 24 h of N re-addition, the
chlorophyll content of the recovered samples is 25% lower
than in the control cells. Chlorophyll results are in line with
Fv/Fm recovery in about 24 h. During the N recovery phase,
lipids and starch degradation occurred quickly in the first
5 h by approximatively 3.6- and 2.1-fold change.

Characterization of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii growth
and physiological parameter during nitrogen depletion
and re‑addition

Comprehensive analysis of the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
in vivo phosphoproteome during nitrogen depletion
and recovery

To validate the reproducibility of the experimental setup for nitrogen depletion and recovery proposed by
Valledor et al. [7], multiple physiological parameters
were measured in a time-course experiment. The experiment started when cells were transferred in a nitrogenfree medium (sampling time point 0 h) and covered a
short- and long-term acclimation to low nitrogen availability (sampling time points 5, 24 and 72 h). For the
recovery, NH4Cl (7 mM) was added after 72 h (sampling
time points 77 and 96 h). Physiological measurements
included growth rate, monitored as cell number (CN)
and fresh weight (FW), photosynthetic efficiency (Fv/

To allow a comprehensive in vivo phosphoproteome analysis of the Chlamydomonas nitrogen availability response
and to unravel the interaction between the phosphoproteome dataset and phenotypic as well as proteomics
data obtained by Valledor et al., a label-free in vivo shotgun phosphoproteomics approach based on LC–MS/
MS technique was performed at the same time points
as in Valledor et al. on nitrogen-depleted (0, 5, 24, and
72 h) and recovered (77 and 72 h) cultures. We applied
a workflow which combines protein extraction, protein
digestion, and a novel two-step peptide desalting procedure and subsequent phosphopeptide metal oxide affinity
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chromatography (MOAC) [43] enrichment to increase the
coverage of identified and quantified phosphoproteins/peptides [29]. From the generated dataset, only those of
the phosphopeptides which were present in at least 50% of
the samples (9 out of 18) were selected for relative quantification, corresponding to a data matrix of 1227 phosphopeptides mapped to 732 proteins (Additional file 2: Table
S1). Functional annotation of the phosphorylated proteins
was performed by matching the identified phosphoprotein with the Chlamydomonas MapMan file according to
[7]. Among quantified phosphopeptides, 1037, 145, 25 of
them had single, double, triple, or more phosphorylated
peptides, respectively (Fig. 2a). The distribution of phosphorylated Ser, Thr, and Tyr residues were 1105, 119, and
3 respectively (Fig. 2b). A one-way ANOVA test identified
470 phosphopeptides that changed in abundance (threshold ≥ 1.5-fold) in at least one time point over the nitrogen depletion/recovery experiment (P < 0.05) (Additional
file 2: Table S2).
Since it is not clear whether the detected site-specific
phosphorylation changes originate from variation in
kinase/phosphatase activities or due to fluctuations at
the protein level, we compared the N stress phosphoproteome of Chlamydomonas with the proteomic results
that were obtained previously for the same experimental design [7]. 125 proteins (corresponding to 276
phosphopeptides) showed an overlap (Fig. 2c, and Additional file 2: Table S3). From the phosphopeptides which
showed significant changes, 125 belonged to a previously
quantified protein [7]. In the following paragraphs, phosphoproteins that were found to overlap with the proteomics data have been marked with a star (e.g., Cre17.
g720250*) (Additional file 2: Table S3 shows the phosphopeptides and their corresponding protein level measure
by Valledor et al. [7]). Additionally, Pearson coefficients
of correlation were calculated between the phosphopeptides and their corresponding peptide levels (Additional
file 2: Table S3), and the average of the coefficient of correlation for each functional category was calculated and
plotted in Fig. 2d. Three functional categories presented
a negative pearson coefficient of correlation average: primary metabolism, protein degradation, and translation
initiation. The coefficient of correlation represents the
dynamics of in vivo phosphorylation compared to the
concentration of the corresponding unphosphorylated
peptides/proteins. Accordingly, a negative coefficient of
correlation reflects active phosphorylation or de-phosphorylation of the proteins in response to the conditions.
Multivariate statistics reveal system‑level effects in the
phosphoproteome during nitrogen depletion and recovery

To study the phosphoproteome dynamics during nitrogen depletion and recovery, we applied univariate
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and multivariate approaches [5, 44]. Phosphopeptides
detected in N-depleted and recovered samples (Additional file 2: Table S1) were subjected to principal component analysis (PCA) (Fig. 3a and Additional file 2: Table
S4). PC1 separates sequentially the different time points
of the experiment explaining the phosphoproteome
adaptation over time. The strongest effects were observed
on long-term adaptation to N depletion (72 h) and at the
N recovery (77 and 96 h), while a remarkable recovery
effect occured for the 96-h time point leading to a grouping with the 0 h. Exactly the same recovery effect was
observed based on metabolome and proteome dynamics [7]. Here, phosphopeptides with the highest loading
on PC1 are mostly involved in transcriptional processes,
protein translation and degradation, cell organization,
transport, and photosynthesis (Additional file 2: Table
S4).
PC2, on the other hand, separates the samples based
on nitrogen availability, explaining the difference in the
phosphoproteome of nitrogen-depleted (5, 24, and 72 h)
and recovered samples (0 and 96 h). Phosphopeptides
with the highest loading on PC2 are involved in glycolysis, lipid, and amino acid metabolism, as well as protein
translation (Additional file 2: Table S4). Hierarchical
bi-clustering of functional categories of phosphopeptide changes (total phosphopeptide expression values
were summed up for different functional categories and
Z-standardized before mapping) (Fig. 3b and Additional
file 2: Table S5) confirmed that the recovered cells cluster with 0 h cells suggesting a complete remodeling of the
phosphoproteome to the cellular vegetative growth form
as a result of nitrogen re-addition. This dynamic remodeling was also observed on the proteome and metabolome level by Valledor et al. [7] and it demonstrated the
robustness of the experimental approach as well as the
reversibility and plasticity of the molecular processes.
Protein interaction and protein correlation network
analysis revealed central protein kinases controlling
signaling networks during nitrogen depletion
and recovery

A STRING database search (see “Methods”) was used to
predict protein–protein interaction network between the
proteins which shows significant changes at their phosphosites level (Fig. 4a and Additional file 2: Table S2).
The protein interaction network based on significantly
changed phosphoproteins revealed major processes
during adaptation to nitrogen depletion and recovery.
Protein kinases are central in this network and connect
several processes such as primary and lipid metabolism as well as chloroplast. Interestingly, protein kinases
involved in cell cycle regulation are also connected to flagella-related proteins (Fig. 4a and Additional file 2: Table
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Fig. 1 Phenotyping of Chlamydomonas under N depletion and recovery. a A time course (0, 5, 25, 72, 77, 96 h) was sampled and cell number was
measured as well as variation in the fresh weight (b). Chlorophyll a plus b concentration (c) and maximum quantum efficiency of photosystem II
(Fv/Fm) (d) were measured for each time point. Total lipids amount (e) and starch measurement (f) in C. reinhardtii under nitrogen stress (Up to 72 h)
and nitrogen recovery (72–96 h) (n = 4)

S2). To predict physiological changes from phosphoproteome dynamics, inference of correlation between these
two datasets via SPLS analysis was conducted according
to Valledor et al. [6, 7]. Phosphopeptides were used as a
predictive variable while physiological measurements
were used as response factors (Fig. 4b and Additional
file 2: Table S6). Figure 4 b shows the correlation of a
minimum absolute value of |0.6| between phosphopeptides and measured phenotypes. Only proteins for which
a phosphopeptide was identified as one of the top 20
correlations (positive or negative) are further discussed
(Additional file 2: Table S6). Three different groups are
correlated to photosynthesis (Fv/Fm and chlorophyll

content), cell growth (CN and FW), and carbohydrate
storage (total starch and lipid content) (Fig. 4b). There is
strong negative correlation between photosynthesis and
carbohydrate storage groups which involve proteins such
as EIF4-B (Cre16.g688050), RPL10 (Cre09.g388200). On
the other hand, proteins negatively correlated to growth
are CDPKK2 (Cre17.g705350) and ATG13 (Cre16.
g659000) as well as cell vesicle-associated proteins
such as Plastid lipid-Associated Protein (PAP—Cre07.
g325736). Phosphopeptides belonging to lipid-related
proteins such an acyltransferase (Cre07.g327700) and a
phosphatidylcholine transfer protein (Cre03.g174850)
showed positive correlation to growth.
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Fig. 2 Summary of identified phosphosites, phosphopeptides, and phosphoproteins. a 89% of peptides with confidently assigned phosphosites
were singly phosphorylated. b Majority of the 1227 confidently assigned phosphosites were pSer. c Overlap between the phosphoproteome and
the proteome measured by [7], less than 10% of the proteome is covered by the phosphoproteome dataset representing 125 proteins. Coefficient
of correlation between protein and corresponding phosphopeptides identified in c were calculated (Additional file 2: Table S3), in d the coefficient
of correlation mean was calculated for each functional category excluding protein with unknown function

Consensus motif analysis of significantly changed
phosphoproteins points to specific protein kinases
involved in nitrogen stress adaptation

To identify active signaling pathways during N depletion
and recovery, a combination of three approaches was
used. First, we searched for enriched protein phosphorylation motifs in significantly changed phosphopeptides
by performing a motif-x analysis (http://motif-x.med.
harvard.edu/motif-x.html) [45] (Fig. 5a). Second we used
the STRING database to analyze a protein–protein interaction network between the proteins identified as kinases
and phosphatases (Fig. 5b). Thirdly, a precise analysis of
the phosphopeptide abundances was conducted across
our experiment (Fig. 5c).
Among the three motifs significantly identified, the
highest fold increase was 6.81 for motif 1 (SP) (Fig. 5a).
Motif 1 is phosphorylated at a serine position directly followed by a proline. This phospho-motif is a low stringent

motif recognized by Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinases
(MAPKs) [46]. Plant mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK) cascades are composed of three types of reversibly phosphorylated kinases (MAP3K, MAP2K, and
MAPK) leading to the phosphorylation of substrate proteins such as transcription factors. MAPK cascades play
a central role in signaling; they transduce environmental
signals into adaptive and programmed responses, including stress and developmental programs [47]. Enrichment of the MAPK motif highlights the central role
of MAPKs to acclimate to nitrogen availability. Three
mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinases (MAPKKK), out of 8–10 in Chlamydomonas [47] were detected
as shown in Fig. 5a–c. Cre15.g635700, Cre14.g630750,
and Cre16.g649100 presented a significant difference in
their phosphorylation level. MAPKKK12 (Ser441) presented a phosphorylation increase during N depletion
quickly reverted by nitrogen replenishment. Additionally,
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(See figure on previous page.)
Fig. 3 Classification of the time resolved phosphoproteome datasets according to multivariate methods. a Principal component analysis (PCA) of the
phosphoproteomic dataset. Detailed information about loadings as well as relative levels of phosphopeptides is provided in Additional file 2: Table S4.
b Hierarchical Clustering and heatmap analysis of functional protein categories according to MapMan. Three different clusters can be distinguished,
showing the different degrees of response to N availability. Cluster 1 (green) comprising the recovered samples (0 and 96 h), Cluster 2 (red) compris‑
ing the N-depleted samples (5, 24, 72 h), and Cluster 3 (yellow-green) representing early recovered samples after N replenishment (77 h). Aggregation
of the 96-h and 0-h time points is a result of cell recovery from N depletion by N replenishment. The bi-clustering uses average linkage of Euclidean
distance between groups as the metric (Additional file 2: Table S5). (Control: 0 h; N depletion: 5, 24, and 72 h; N recovery: 77 and 96 h)

MAPKKK 13 (Ser2093) and MAPKKK10 (Ser761) presented together an approximately 1.5-fold de-phosphorylation level during N depletion (Fig. 5c). The second
highest fold increase (3.08) was motif 2 (RXXS) with a
serine at position 0 and a basic arginine at position − 3.
This motif is known to be targeted by Ca2+/calmodulindependent protein kinase II (CAMKII) kinases which
play a central role in biotic and abiotic stress response
[48]. Finally, the third motif (SXXT) (2.15-fold change)
presents a threonine residue at position 0 preceded by
a serine residue at position − 2. This motif is targeted
by Casein Kinases II (CKII) proteins involved in the cell
cycle control as well as DNA repair [49, 50]. Only one
non-significant phosphopeptide, belonging to a casein
kinase II beta chain 2 (CKB2—Cre01.g016556), was
found in our dataset (Fig. 5c).
Among the proteins present in the protein–protein
interaction network, DYRKP and CDPKK2 are both
related to energy metabolism and signaling. For instance,
CDPKK2 (Cre17.g705350), a Calcium-Dependent Protein Kinase Kinase, was identified. CDPKK2 is related
to energy sensing and signaling. Indeed, CDPKK2 is an
orthologue of Arabidopsis GRIK1 (GEMINIVIRUS REP
INTERACTING KINASE 1). AtGRIK1 specifically activates SnRK1 via phosphorylating the T-172 in its activation loop [51]. In our data, CDPKK2 presents a 1.9-fold
phosphorylation increase up to 24 h at Ser1210 (Fig. 5b).
Further, DYRKP (dual-specificity tyrosine-phosphorylation-regulated kinase) a protein involved in energy
storage (Fig. 5a, b) [26], presented a 2.1-fold de-phosphorylation at Ser76 from 24 to 72 h (Fig. 5c). It was shown
that DYRKP kinase inactivation strongly boosts accumulation of reserve compounds under photoautotrophic
nitrogen deprivation [26].
Moreover, little is known about the implication of
other protein kinases involved in Chlamydomonas cell
cycle regulation. For instance, we identified CGK2 also
called PKG (Cre02.g076900*—Ser61) (Fig. 5a, b). CGK2
is required for flagellar signaling through its activation in
the flagellar by an unknown protein-tyrosine kinase [52].
Other protein kinases such as aurora kinases (AURs) and
related proteins (ALKs) are described as flagellar activity and structure regulators in Chlamydomonas [53,

54]. Among them ALK4 (Cre09.g400330—Ser1052) and
NNK1 (Nitrogen Network Kinase 1) (Cre02.g112500—
Ser347) have the same phosphorylation pattern, respectively, they present a 2.4- and 2.1-fold increase of their
phosphorylation level over the nitrogen stress followed
by a decrease during N replenishment (Fig. 5c).
Finally, we identified several protein kinases and phosphatases related to the brassinosteroid (BR) signaling
pathway. BR pathway is involved in chloroplast growth
inhibition and degradation as well as in stress response
[55]. A 2.9-fold increase in the phosphorylation of BRI1
(Brassinosteroid insensitive 1) protein was found at
phosphosites Ser539, Thr545, Tyr543 over the N depletion time points (Fig. 5c). BRI1 is a receptor-like kinase
located both in the plasma and nuclear membranes
[56]. Additionally, no clear phosphorylation pattern
for BR suppressor 1 (BSU1) protein was detected while
the protein abundance of BSU1, measured by Valledor
et al. [7], increases over the N depletion period (Cre01.
g050850.t1.2—PLK1 in the network) (Fig. 5c). Associated
to the BR pathway regulation, Cre01.g012950, a MAP3 K
homolog to VH1-INTERACTING KINASE (VIK), was
differentially phosphorylated at position Ser417 (Fig. 5c).
Ser417 phosphosite presented a 2.2-fold increase in its
phosphorylation pattern up to 77 h, before being downregulated up to 96 h. VIK protein interacts physically
with the receptor kinase BRL2/VH1 [57].
Nitrogen availability regulates photosynthetic activity

From the measured phenotypic data, both the Fv/Fm and
the chlorophyll content were found to decrease over N
depletion indicating a clear inhibition of the photosynthetic activity (Fig. 1). More precisely Fv/Fm dramatically
decreases in the first 5 h, suggesting that the PSII complex
rapidly dissociates. Phosphoproteomics dataset suggests
that phosphopeptides related to CP29 (Cre17.g720250*),
a LHCII subunit, also show N-dependent regulation.
CP29 contains various phosphorylation sites (Thr11, 17,
18, 27, 33) which are reported to be differentially regulated under different light conditions and particularly
during highlight triggering PSII dissociation from the
Antenna [58]. Here, all the indicated phosphopeptides
are unchanged in the first 5 h while the protein content is
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UID206_Cre01.g036250.t1.2

UID732_Cre03.g194150.t1.1

UID2015_Cre10.g461350.t1.1
UID3505_Cre09.g392800.t1.1

UID1751_Cre09.g403600.t1.1

UID1704_Cre09.g395769.t2.1

UID2528_Cre13.g587300.t1.1

UID681_Cre03.g171950.t1.1
UID174_Cre01.g033091.t3.1

UID1436_Cre07.g338451.t1.1

UID2232_Cre12.g511650.t1.1

UID2033_Cre10.g465650.t1.2

UID2440_Cre12.g560300.t3.1

UID5172_Cre07.g325736.t1.1

UID7522_Cre17.g720250.t1.2

UID5317_Cre07.g353500.t1.1

UID2560_Cre13.g604650.t2.1

UID1296_Cre06.g310000.t1.2
UID396_Cre02.g095110.t2.1
UID2689_Cre16.g649050.t2.1
UID2856_Cre16.g683550.t1.2

UID1686_Cre09.g395250.t1.1
microg Chlorophyll/mg Fresh
weigth

UID936_Cre05.g237350.t1.2
UID3317_Cre03.g197350.t1.2

UID2329_Cre12.g530850.t3.1

CN

UID2225_Cre12.g511400.t1.1
UID715_Cre03.g184450.t1.1
UID2000_Cre10.g455500.t1.2

UID3434_Cre07.g320900.t1.2
UID257_Cre01.g051700.t2.1

Fv/Fm

UID2789_Cre16.g674250.t1.2

FW

UID807_Cre04.g217050.t1.1

UID1835_Cre10.g432450.t1.1

UID441_Cre02.g107150.t1.1
UID1200_Cre06.g284000.t1.2
UID2880_Cre16.g688050.t1.1
UID419_Cre02.g097950.t1.2

UID2937_Cre17.g699100.t1.1
UID67_Cre01.g011400.t2.1

UID2653_Cre15.g638400.t1.2

UID3123_Cre26.g756547.t1.1

UID1286_Cre06.g307850.t1.2

UID2943_Cre17.g700166.t1.1
UID1965_Cre10.g452200.t1.1

UID1887_Cre10.g438950.t1.1

UID1465_Cre07.g341600.t2.1

UID1617_Cre09.g388200.t1.1

UID28_Cre01.g004400.t1.2

UID2447_Cre12.g560600.t1.1

UID687_Cre03.g174850.t1.2
UID2385_Cre12.g544050.t1.1

UID1283_Cre06.g307200.t1.2

UID4197_Cre02.g094551.t1.1

UID3707_Cre17.g705700.t1.2

UID2577_Cre14.g612450.t1.2

UID1657_Cre09.g392655.t1.1

UID948_Cre05.g239300.t1.1

UID1747_Cre09.g402700.t1.2

UID321_Cre02.g078100.t1.1

UID256_Cre01.g051500.t1.2

UID2674_Cre15.g639600.t1.1

UID1378_Cre07.g327700.t1.1

UID1765_Cre09.g406416.t1.1

UID1886_Cre10.g438850.t1.2

UID7525_Cre17.g720250.t1.2

UID2411_Cre12.g553050.t1.2

UID81_Cre01.g012950.t2.1

UID5175_Cre07.g325736.t1.1

UID1222_Cre06.g291850.t3.1

UID1827_Cre10.g429050.t1.1

UID2158_Cre12.g497300.t2.1

UID916_Cre05.g234200.t1.2

UID1202_Cre06.g284550.t1.2 UID3539_Cre10.g444400.t1.1

UID5657_Cre10.g436550.t1.2

UID1116_Cre06.g272050.t1.2
UID832_Cre04.g219950.t1.2

UID2823_Cre16.g680150.t1.1

UID9153_Cre08.g359900.t1.1

UID5173_Cre07.g325736.t1.1

UID497_Cre02.g117050.t3.1

UID2907_Cre16.g694204.t1.1
UID1796_Cre09.g416850.t1.2

UID5176_Cre07.g325736.t1.1

UID1906_Cre10.g441550.t1.1

UID1048_Cre06.g261000.t1.2

UID5171_Cre07.g325736.t1.1

UID6528_Cre16.g653700.t1.1

UID595_Cre03.g153000.t1.1

UID1848_Cre10.g436550.t1.2

UID1391_Cre07.g331450.t1.1

UID7688_Cre01.g012200.t2.1

UID1393_Cre07.g332950.t1.2

UID2517_Cre13.g583550.t1.2

UID1513_Cre07.g353650.t1.1

UID7689_Cre01.g012200.t2.1
UID2093_Cre11.g468550.t1.2
UID1563_Cre08.g374100.t2.1

UID1226_Cre06.g293250.t1.1

Lipids/mgFW

UID894_Cre04.g229300.t1.1

UID751_Cre03.g197500.t2.1

UID173_Cre01.g032300.t1.2

UID2444_Cre12.g560600.t1.1

UID3040_Cre17.g730650.t1.2

UID2511_Cre13.g582800.t1.2

UID2330_Cre12.g530850.t3.1

UID945_Cre05.g239300.t1.1

UID2515_Cre13.g583550.t1.2

UID1096_Cre06.g268700.t1.1

UID5658_Cre10.g436550.t1.2

UID2802_Cre16.g677050.t1.1

UID706_Cre03.g182551.t1.2

UID854_Cre04.g221200.t1.1

UID1762_Cre09.g406400.t1.1

UID2715_Cre16.g652750.t1.2

UID3039_Cre17.g730650.t1.2

UID661_Cre03.g167101.t1.1

UID3361_Cre05.g242000.t1.2

UID802_Cre04.g216204.t1.1

UID1588_Cre08.g382500.t1.2

UID7034_Cre02.g081250.t1.2
UID2960_Cre17.g705350.t1.1

UID359_Cre02.g086300.t2.1
UID3300_Cre03.g164000.t1.2

microg Starch/mg Fresh weigth
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(See figure on previous page.)
Fig. 4 a Protein–protein interaction network of phosphoproteins kinases present in ANOVA datasets. Interaction networks were created using the
STRING database for known and predicted protein–protein interactions (setting: medium confidence (0.4); http://string-db.org/). The list of protein
sequences is provided in Additional file 2: Table S7; the highest percentage of identity was always chosen. b SPLS analysis of the predicted response
phenotype based on phosphopeptides changes. SPLS analysis between significantly changed phosphorylation sites (Additional file 2: Table S2) and
physiological parameters. Interaction network was visualized with Cytoscape. SPLS correlations are in the Additional file 2: Table S6. b Highlight only
the correlation of an minimum absolute value of |0.6|

decreasing. This result suggests a relative increase of the
phosphorylation level for this specific phosphosite (Additional file 3: Figure S2B). In line with CP29 data, PsbR
(Cre06.g261000*—Ser43), a protein related to the Oxygen-evolving complex, presented a negative correlation
(up to 24 h) between the phosphopeptide level and the
PSBR protein abundances with a 2.4-fold decrease of the
phosphorylation (Additional file 3: Figure S2B) [7]. This
observation suggests a specific regulation of the Oxygenevolving complex to adjust the input of electrons. Similarly, a 2.5-fold phosphorylation decrease was observed
in the proteins involved in the electron transfer chain like
Pre-apoplastocyanin protein (Cre03.g182551.t1.2) (Additional file 3: Figure S2B). This protein is responsible for
the flow of electrons between cytochrome b6f and photosystem I. Altogether, observed phosphorylation changes
suggest that a “pseudo”-highlight response occurs in the
first 24 h of N depletion.
Lipid accumulation

During N depletion, lipid accumulation has been
observed (Fig. 1). In contrast, proteomics data published by Valledor et al. indicated that most of the proteins related to de novo fatty acid synthesis were stable or
surprisingly decreasing [7]. Hence, several studies have
presented different mechanisms of TAG accumulation
in lipid droplets (LDs) under N starvation: a recycling of
membrane lipids into TAG, an increased de novo synthesis of TAG from acyl‐CoA, and an increased carbon flux
toward glycerol‐3‐phosphate and acyl‐CoA for fatty acid
synthesis [59–63]. Among the phosphoproteomics data,
protein phosphorylation changes support the hypothesis that the plastid undergoes degradation (including

thylakoids membrane), while total lipid content increases
from 24 h on. Indeed, proteins involved in plastid vesicle formation such as plastoglobules (lipid bodies) [64]
were also differentially phosphorylated. Cre07.g325736*
and Cre02.g143667* are part of the fibrillin sub-family,
the plastid-associated lipid protein (PAP). Fibrillin is
known to associate to plastoglobules to participate in
their formation [65] (Additional file 2: Table S2). In line
with a degradation of some proteins related to fatty acid
synthesis, decrease of an enoyl-ACP reductase (Cre06.
g294950*—Ser55 and Ser57) was observed by Valledor
et al. [7]. Phosphopeptides belonging to the enoyl-ACP
reductase which is a component of the fatty acid synthase
complex show a 3.8-fold increase in phosphorylation
levels up to 77 h suggesting that the enoyl-ACP reductase phosphorylation is a regulatory mechanism of the
lipid metabolism (Additional file 2: Table S2). Finally,
two proteins related to lipid degradation presented differential phosphorylation pattern. One is a triacylglycerol
lipase Cre17.g699100 showing a de-phosphorylation of
the Ser912 during N depletion, the other one is a specific
diacylglycerol lipase beta form (Cre10.g463600—T1982)
with a phosphorylation pattern stable over N depletion
and peaking at 77 h (Additional file 2: Table S2).
Starch accumulation and carbohydrate metabolism

Like lipids, starch accumulates during N depletion and
undergoes quick degradation during N recovery (Fig. 1).
While Valledor et al. already demonstrated that starch
and glycolysis metabolism-related enzymes undergo
specific regulation during nitrogen depletion and recovery [7], no information about phosphorylation changes
were obtained. Quantitative in vivo phosphoproteomics

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 5 a Identification of regulated signaling pathways. a Motif-X analysis was done with significantly changed phosphopeptides in the one-way
ANOVA. P value threshold was set to 0.0000001 and at least 10 occurrences were required. Chlamydomonas proteome was used as background
proteome. b Protein–protein interaction network of phosphoproteins kinases present in both ANOVA and/or in common proteins datasets. Interac‑
tion networks were created using the STRING database for known and predicted protein–protein interactions [setting: high confidence (0.7); http://
string-db.org/]. The list of protein sequences is provided in Additional file 2: Table S9. c Changes in phosphorylation of identified kinases and phos‑
phatases. Phosphosites belonging to Kinases and Phosphatases present in the protein–protein interaction network in b and/or discussed in the
text. In the protein–protein interaction network, DYRKP is DYRK2; NKK1 is EDP07608; and BSU1 is PKL1. Phosphopeptides are depicted in color while
protein level is in black. Data represents Z-transformed normalized abundances of protein and phosphopeptides (n = 3 for phosphopeptides and
n = 4 for protein level), Phosphosites followed by *are significant (Additional file 2: Table S2). Protein levels are based on data obtained previously [7]
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analysis revealed a 4.3-fold de-phosphorylation of a
starch water dikinase (Cre03.g183300—Ser39) during N
depletion (Additional file 2: Table S2). Additionally, several proteins involved in glycolysis and gluconeogenesis
were found to be differentially regulated at the phosphopeptide level. We identified in our dataset phosphopeptides belonging to a phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase
(PEPC) (Cre03.g171950*—Ser580), a chloroplastic phosphofructokinase (PFK) (Cre06.g262900*—Ser77 and
Ser81), and a pyruvate kinase (PK) (Cre06.g280950*—
Ser494 and Ser497) presenting significant differences
over the experiment (Fig. 6). Both PFK and PK are
important regulatory enzymes of the glycolysis since
they perform irreversible steps. Their phosphosites are
twofold upregulated during N depletion, and downregulated in N replete samples (Fig. 6). On the contrary,
PEPC phosphorylation presented a 2.3-fold decrease
during N depletion and increased with N recovery. In
mammals and yeast, PFK can be inhibited by protein
kinase phosphorylation at the N-terminus [66]. Chlamydomonas PFK phosphorylation occurs in the N-ter
segment at Ser77 and Ser81. A similar phosphosite was
found for Arabidopsis PFK1 at Ser71 [67]. To avoid a
futile cycle between PK and PEPC, it can be suggested
that PK is inhibited by phosphorylation. In line with
a PK inhibition and PEPC activation it was observed
that PEPC activity in CAM plants is controlled through
phosphorylation which increases the enzymatic activity [68–70]. PEPCK (phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase
protein kinase) is the protein responsible for the PEPC
phosphorylation [68–71]. In our dataset we found that
PEPCK (Cre03.g184450—Ser556) protein phosphorylation follows the same pattern as PEPC phosphorylation
at Ser580 (r = 0.97) (Fig. 6). Glycolysis inhibition is further supported by the data obtained for Cre06.g272050*,
an independent phosphoglycerate-mutase (PGM1) which
catalyzes the reversible inter-conversion of 3-phosphoglycerate to 2-phosphoglycerate. Valledor et al. showed
that this protein decreased threefold during N depletion,
while we found that the phosphosite at Ser148 presented
an inverse trend (r = − 0.78) with a threefold increase
of the phosphorylation abundance (Fig. 6). Arabidopsis double iPGAM mutants with no detectable activity showed impaired vegetative plant growth and pollen
development [72].
Phosphoproteomics data suggest a specific regulation
of plastidic and cytosolic ribosomal translation activity
during N depletion

Regulation of translation is a key process for the metabolic adaption to varying nitrogen availability. Key factors
of the translational activity regulation are the ribosomes.
Previously, Valledor et al. observed a complete remodeling
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of the proteomics data associated with a decrease of plastidic ribosomal proteins while cytosolic ribosomal proteins
were increasing during N depletion [7]. A detailed analysis
revealed that chloroplast ribosomes are degraded mainly
from 24 to 72 h of N depletion. Some chloroplast ribosomal
proteins (RPs) such as PRPL15 (Cre14.g612450*—Ser38)
presented a negative correlation between the protein and
phosphorylation sites from 0 to 24 h (Additional file 3: Figure S2B). After N repletion, the protein and phosphorylation levels were synchronized and followed similar trends
(Additional file 3: Figure S2B). In the case of PSRP3 (Cre02.
g083950*—Ser120) and PRPL32 (Cre07.g352850*—Ser90),
an approximately 2.4-fold de-phosphorylation occurred for
both proteins during N depletion while the phosphorylation fully recovered after the nitrogen recovery. Connected
to a potential increase in chloroplast acclimation between
0 h and 24 h, TOC75 (75kD protein of the translocon outer
membrane) (Cre03.g175200*—Ser147, Thr145, and Ser344)
showed a phosphorylation peak at 24 h after nitrogen
depletion (Additional file 3: Figure S2B). Those data correlate with the observation of higher amounts of PSII and
LHCII proteins observed from 0 to 24 h (Additional file 3:
Figure S2A), and suggest that phosphorylation of plastid ribosomal proteins plays a role in plastid translational
activity regulation. Similar conclusions can also be derived
for the cytosolic ribosome, for which it is known that their
phosphorylation allows for a fine control of translation in
all eukaryotic cellular systems examined so far [73]. Concerning large cytosolic ribosomal proteins, a significant
phosphosite on RPL10 at position Ser104 was found with
a 4.5-fold increase during N depletion. On the other hand,
RPL10 protein level decreased during the first 24 h to a
stable level at 72 h (Additional file 4: Figure S3B) [7]. The
role of RPL10 in chloroplast homeostasis regulation was
previously hypothesized [74]. The potential function of
RPL10 on plastid homeostasis is further strengthened by
the dynamics of chloroplast-related proteins and chloroplast degradation. The small cytosolic ribosomal proteins
RPS15, RPS25, and RPS27, showed an threefold decrease in
their phosphorylation during N depletion (Additional file 4:
Figure S3B). RPS6 phosphorylation at Ser245 showed a 2.5
increase during N depletion following the same trend as
the protein level (Additional file 4: Figure S3B). This observation is consolidated by the constitutive phosphorylation
of acidic ribosomal protein P2 at both Ser67 and Ser98
(UID521 and UID522) which is required for RPS6 assembly
into the 60S subunit [75] (Additional file 4: Figure S3B).
Eukaryotic initiation factor (EIF) phosphorylation
coordinates the proteome acclimation to nitrogen
depletion and recovery

Several phosphopeptides of different eukaryotic initiation factor proteins (EIFs) showed significant variation
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Fig. 6 Visualization of the Phosphorylation changes identified at primary metabolism. Summary of changes in protein phosphorylation involved in
the regulation of the metabolism. Data represent Z-transformed normalized abundances of metabolites, proteins, and phosphopeptides (n = 3 for
phosphopeptides and n = 4 for protein level and metabolites). Metabolites are reported in blue, protein level in black, and phosphosites levels in
red. Phosphosites followed by * are significant (Additional file 2: Table S2). Proteins and metabolites levels are based on data obtained previously [7]

during N depletion and recovery (see Protein interaction
network Fig. 4a). In the cytosol, EIFs form a complex with
ribosomes thereby fine tuning translational activity. To
gain more insight of EIF control on translational activity
regulation, SPLS analysis was conducted with EIF phosphopeptides to predict changes at the proteome level
(Fig. 7b and Additional file 2: Table S8). Interestingly, two
clusters of phosphorylation sites correlate differentially
with the proteome acclimation (Fig. 7b). Cluster 1 contains EIF4B (S249, S585), EIF4G (S1061, S1079), SUI1B
(S57), EIF5B (S31), EIF3-1 (S48), and EIF3G. Cluster 2
contains the phosphosites EIF4G (S161, T163, S1507),

EIF5B (S75), EIF5A, and EIF3-1(S217). Accordingly it is
the combination of several EIF phosphosites rather than
single changes which explain the proteome adaptation
to nitrogen starvation and recovery best. SPLS revealed
positive correlations between proteins involved in lipid
metabolism and EIF4G Ser161, and negative correlations
between cluster 1 and the major lipid droplet protein
(Cre09.g405500) (Additional file 2: Table S8). Among the
phosphoproteins, two well-known eukaryotic factors are
EIF4B and EIF4G. EIF4B protein has been found to be
increasingly de-phosphorylated in response to stressful
environmental changes in plant cells [76, 77]. In our data,
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EIF4B (Cre16.g688050) proteins also showed a differential phosphorylation pattern, at Ser249, to N availability,
with a 3.4-fold decrease during N depletion followed by
an increase after N repletion (Fig. 7a). On the other hand,
EIF4G (Cre17.g696250*) protein is phosphorylated in the
N-terminus region as we found phosphorylation sites at
Thr161 and Ser163, similar to the one found in Arabidopsis [78]. Phosphosites were also found in the conserved
MIG4 domain (Ser1061 and Ser1079) interacting with
EIF3 and EIF4E in yeast [79]. Finally, EIF4G was phosphorylated in the C-terminus domain at Ser1507 which
presents a negative correlation with the protein level
(r = − 0.79) (Fig. 7a).
Autophagy and ubiquitination pathways are regulated
by protein phosphorylation during N depletion

In line with previous data indicating that N stress as well
as TOR inhibition induces autophagy [35], we identified
ATG13 (Cre16.g659000—Ser1201) to be differentially
phosphorylated between N depletion and N recovery
(Additional file 5: Figure S4B). ATG13 showed a 1.5-fold
increase at Ser1201 during the N depletion and a 2.5-fold
decrease after N replenishment. Autophagy is a complex process of degradation of cell components essential
for cell survival upon nutrient limitation by promoting
membrane recycling as well as organelle recycling [80].
Further, proteins associated to vesicular trafficking such
as Vacuolar Protein Sorting (VPS) are also involved in
autophagy processes [81]. Indeed VPS proteins interact
with ATG proteins to promote autophagosome formation. In our phosphoproteomics data, Cre14.g628050*
(VPS51/67—Ser1312) and Cre06.g310000 (VPS53—
Ser820) proteins were differentially regulated during the
experiment (Additional file 5: Figure S4B). The phosphorylation level of VPS51/67 increased until 24 h. The
protein and phosphopeptide levels are then synchronized
and increase concomitantly after N repletion. On the
other hand, VPS53 showed a significant 3.2-fold decrease
at the phosphosite Ser820 during N depletion, followed
by a 2.7-fold increase, up to 96 h, to similar phosphorylation level as the 0 h time point (Additional file 5: Figure
S4B). Other proteins related to vesicle sorting such as
Cre07.g326450 (VPS5B—Ser48), which are part of the
retromer complex, are also important for synchronizing
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Golgi activity with all the other vesicular systems [82].
The Ser48 phosphosite showed a stable phosphorylation
level during N depletion followed by a de-phosphorylation after N repletion (77 h) (Additional file 5: Figure
S4B).
Based on a more detailed analysis of the Valledor et al.
proteome data, we observed that the proteins involved in
the 26S proteasome, E3 SCF complex and E1 presented
an increase over N depletion followed by a decrease
after N recovery (Additional file 5: Figure S4A). On the
other hand the general trend of proteases, E2 and E3
ring related proteins showed inverse trends (Additional
file 5: Figure S4A). At the phosphopeptide level, the regulatory protein of the 26S proteasome complex, RPN2
(Cre17.g727950*—Ser873), showed a rapid increase in
the phosphorylation level in the first 5 h of N depletion
and then a down-regulation until N recovery (Additional
file 5: Figure S4A). On the other hand, proteins involved
in the E3 SCF FBOX complex (Cre12.g520650*—Ser26,
Ser32, Ser106, Ser115) showed a higher phosphorylation level over N depletion and a down-regulation of
this level during the N recovery (Additional file 5: Figure
S4B). Altogether those data suggest that both autophagy
and ubiquitination pathways are activated during N
depletion.

Discussion
In this study, we have confirmed the robustness and
reproducibility of the experimental set-up for the analysis of nitrogen depletion and recovery initially introduced
by Valledor et al. [7]. Consequently, this experimental system allows for the integration of further molecular studies into a comprehensive systemic approach to
understand complex biochemical regulation of starch
and lipid accumulation in the biomass/biofuel model C.
reinhardtii. Here, we report for the first time a comprehensive dataset for the Chlamydomonas phosphoproteome acclimation during N depletion and recovery. We
observed that 55% of the identified phosphoproteins are
annotated with unknown protein function compared to
only 25% in the proteomic dataset of Valledor et al. [7].
These results clearly demonstrate that especially the
phosphoproteome and its related functions are rather
undiscovered and future studies are needed to focus

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 7 Eukaryotic initiation factors and phosphorylation changes coordinate the proteome acclimation to nitrogen availability. a Phosphopeptide
correlation with protein levels for the proteins involved in the translational initiation. Eukaryotic initiation factors present changes in their phospho‑
rylation level. Data represent Z-transformed normalized abundances of protein and phosphopeptides belonging to eukaryotic initiation factors
(n = 3 for phosphopeptides and n = 4 for protein level). Phosphosites followed by * are significant (Additional file 2: Table S2). Protein levels are
based on data obtained previously [7]. b SPLS analysis between the EIF phosphosites used as predictor and the proteome used as response factors.
All correlations can be found in Additional file 2: Table S8
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(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 8 Model for regulation of nitrogen availability response. Our data as well as previous microscopy data suggest that the nitrogen depletion
plays a role in chloroplast structure and metabolism [7, 18, 42]. More precisely our data support a two-phase acclimation of the chloroplast dur‑
ing N depletion. A first highlight-like response due to the depletion of stromal protein and supported by the accumulation of LHCII/PSII protein
which leads potentially to ROS acclimation, both events could trigger a signal for chloroplast degradation as suggested in Arabidopsis [90]. High
phosphorylation levels of CP29 at the early stage of N depletion support those data and could be implicated in the regulation of Fv/Fm [88]. The
second step consists in the dismantlement of the chloroplast from 24 h on. Chloroplast dismantlement might involve the BR signaling pathway (see
“Results”). Two protein kinases were shown to play a central role, CGK2 and DYRKP. They are connected to central metabolism which shows a clear
switch to mitochondrial respiration (a process tightly controlled by protein phosphorylation) and protein translation (tight control by EIF phos‑
phorylation). Data obtained for EIF4B phosphorylation are suggesting a down-regulation of the TOR complex. In this model, we propose that the
higher phosphorylation levels observed for NNK1, RPS6, and ATG13 indicate a possible inhibition of the PP2A branch signaling of the TOR pathway
by activation of CKIN pathway (CKIN 1, 2, and 3 are the AMPK/SnRK1 orthologs in Chlamydomonas as defined in [6]). This is further suggested by the
higher phosphorylation level of CDPKK2, as proposed in yeast [102]. For example, the red-dashed arrow between TOR and RPS6 indicate that TOR
indirectly and positively regulates RPS6 by phosphorylation. ROS is reactive oxygen species; PS is photosystem; LHCII is Light-Harvesting complex-II;
e represents electron from the electron transfer chain; and LB stands for Lipid Bodies

on signaling networks in C. reinhardtii. Integration of
phosphoproteomics data with other experimental highthroughput data such as proteomics and metabolomics
revealed not only a complex regulatory network of different signaling pathways involved in metabolism but also
cellular and intracellular development in these single cell
green algae. These results are summarized in a proposed
model of Chlamydomonas acclimation to nitrogen depletion and recovery as shown in Fig. 8. A systemic analysis is the requirement to eventually understand the cell’s
adaptation to N availability because our data suggest
an interwoven multi-processes adaptation not explainable with separated processes (Fig. 8). Furthermore, we
provide evidence that phosphopeptide levels are hardly
interpretable without the protein level, and therefore a
combined analysis between both is required. As example, the phosphorylation at the residue Thr7 on CP29,
which is known to be a constitutive phosphorylation site
of CP29 [58, 83], showed similar dynamics as the protein
level (Additional file 6: Figure S5). Altogether our results
indicate that increasing the coverage between phosphoproteomics and proteomics analysis will improve phosphoproteomics data interpretation.
The two‑phase acclimation of the chloroplast during N
depletion

Recently, chloroplast degradation including thylakoid
membranes was shown using electron microscopy (EM).
EM data indicated that chloroplast degradation occurs
mainly from 20 h on after N depletion [18, 42]. In line
with EM observations, several proteins associated to
thylakoid membrane formation were differentially phosphorylated in our study, such as VIPP1 (Cre13.g583550*)
(Additional file 3: Figure S2B). VIPP1 protein is responsible for the formation of thylakoid structures in Chlamydomonas [84, 85]. Those observations are further
supported by the dynamic expression level of proteins
involved in plastid development and thylakoid structure,

such as TIG1 and THF1 [86, 87], (Additional file 3: Figure S2B). Interestingly, the increase in some plastid ribosomal proteins as well as the phosphorylation of TOC75
protein suggests that the chloroplast and the photosystem are preparing to acclimate during the first 24 h,
while chloroplast dismantling already started (Additional
file 3: Figure S2B). Those observations are in line with
the dynamics of functional categories involved in photosynthesis. Indeed, an increase of proteins belonging to
PSI and LHCII from 0 to 24 h was observed (Additional
file 3: Figure S2A and Fig. 8). After 24 h of N starvation,
all these proteins show decreased levels. This observation
was surprising since Fv/Fm showed a rapid decrease in
PSII intactness occurring in the first 5 h of N depletion
(Figs. 1d and 8). It was proposed that PSII intactness is
regulated by CP29 phosphorylation in monocots [88].
Interestingly, the phosphoproteomics data point out a
putative “pseudo”-highlight stress response. Indeed, it
was shown that under highlight stress CP29 threonine
at position 11, 17, 18, 27, 33 showed higher phosphorylation level [58]. Here, we observed that in the first
24 h of N depletion CP29 phosphorylation on those sites
was increasing (Additional file 3: Figure S2B) suggesting a response in the first 24 h of N depletion similar to
that in highlight. Also, PSBR phosphorylation suggest
that PSBR is required for the stable binding of LHCSR3
to PSII–LHCII super complexes as it is required for efficient energy-dependent quenching under continuous
highlight [89]. Such highlight stress-like response can be
due to an inhibition of the stromal reactions, mainly represented by the Calvin cycle depletion (Additional file 3:
Figure S2A and Fig. 8). Eventually, we propose that two
signaling mechanisms are involved in chloroplast degradation. The first one would involve an activation of the
brassinosteroid pathway which is known in Arabidopsis to inhibit chloroplast development [55]. The second
signaling pathway comprises a mechanism for plastid
degradation through autophagy processes as it has been
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proposed in Arabidopsis [90]. The signal is triggered by
both stromal protein depletion and simultaneous ROS
accumulation in plastids. In our case, results suggest that
a “pseudo”-highlight stress response in combination with
the stromal protein depletion occurring in the first 24 h
could lead to ROS production thereby inducing the plastid degradation processes (Fig. 8). It should also be noted
that lipid accumulation correlates with chloroplast degradation [18, 42] providing further insight on the intricate
regulation between plastid membrane recycling and lipid
accumulation.
Chloroplast status is connected with energy metabolism
changes

Evidence that plastid degradation is affecting the glycolytic pathway was also found at the metabolite level (see
Fig. 6) [7]. Measured sugars such as glucose, fructose,
trehalose showed a higher accumulation rate from 24 to
72 h compared to 0–24 h [7]. Those higher rates of sugar
accumulation correlate with the decrease in malate and
fumarate after 24 h suggesting that TCA cycle is not anymore fueled by glycolysis [7]. This finding can be correlated with the increased phosphorylation level on the
PFK, PK, and PGAM enzymes during N depletion. PFK
regulation is a potential target for biofuel application
since evidence in plant and microalgae exists on the role
of PFK and F6BP in carbon partitioning [91, 92]. Those
data indicate that degradation of the plastid leads to a
lower glycolytic activity as previously indicated [7, 63].
Intriguingly, these results highlight that on the long-term
N depletion the cells have to deal with glucose/energy
stress as suggested in our model (Fig. 8). The fact that cell
division still occurs in the very early phase of N depletion
might indicate a metabolic switch from plastid activity to
mitochondrial respiration in order to support the minimal amount of cell activity. Accumulation of proteins
involved in acetate degradation such as ACK2 and PAT1
occurred in parallel to an increase of proteins related to
mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation and TCA cycle
and support an increase of the mitochondrial activity
[7]. Therefore, acetate incorporation is used to fuel mitochondrial activity [7].
Energy signaling pathways coordinate N stress response

In line with a low energy level induced by nitrogen
depletion, the results for signaling protein kinases
such as DYRKP and CDPKK2 point to an activation
of energy saving pathways such as AMPK and a downregulation of the antagonist TOR (Fig. 8). First of all
it should be noted that the relative amount of cytosolic RPs is increasing compared to the plastid RPs
as it was observed in Arabidopsis TOR RNAi lines
[93]. Additionally, several phosphoproteins related
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to TOR signaling pathway were identified: EIF4B,
RPS6, ATG13, and NNK1, an interactor of the TOR
complex in yeast [94]. Evidence for TOR inactivation
is given by the decreasing phosphorylation level of
the TOR-target EIF4B during N depletion, while the
phosphorylation level was reverted by N re-addition.
However, other data obtained for RPS6, ATG13, and
NNK1 are contradictory for a TOR inhibition during
N depletion. RPS6 activity is controlled by the TOR
pathway which triggers RPS6 phosphorylation via
S6K activity [73]. Homologs of TOR and S6K exist
in plants and Chlamydomonas [27, 95, 96], and RPS6
has indeed been found to be phosphorylated in Arabidopsis most probably downstream of an AMPK–TOR
antagonism [29]. Here, we have also detected RPS6
phosphorylation (Additional file 4: Figure S3B). In
Chlamydomonas, it is hypothesized that N availability is a direct regulator of translation via TOR signaling [34]. Therefore, it could be assumed that RPS6
phosphorylation is a direct readout of TOR activity,
as suggested in Arabidopsis and mammals [73, 93].
However, RPS6 showed increasing phosphorylation
levels and an increasing protein amount during N
depletion. Several aspects need further investigation:
(i) how is the TOR–S6K–RPS6 pathway regulated in
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [97], and (ii) is RPS6 differentially multiphosphorylated and (iii) is RPS6 differentially distributed in subcellular compartments.
ATG13 is part of the ATG1 kinase complex which promotes autophagy, through its association with ATG8
and VPS proteins [98], while it is negatively regulated
by TOR complex 1. In yeast, under nutrient-sufficient
conditions ATG13 is hyper-phosphorylated. Under
nutrient depletion TORC1 is inhibited and ATG13
is no longer phosphorylated [99–101]. We found
that ATG13 phosphorylation is increasing during N
depletion and decreasing during N recovery, showing
therefore opposite results to an expected TOR inhibition (Additional file 5: Figure S4B). Finally NNK1
was found to be more phosphorylated in our conditions while it was found to be de-phosphorylated
under N depletion or rapamycin treatment in yeast
[102]. However, in yeast, under N depletion plus glucose starvation the PP2A branch signaling of the TOR
pathway was inhibited triggering a higher phosphorylation level of NNK1 [102]. Similarly, in yeast, PP2A
has been found to antagonize ATG13 phosphorylation
by TORC1 to activate autophagy [103]. In plants PP2A
has been found to regulate RPS6 phosphorylation
[96]. The regulatory network involving TOR deactivation and PP2A activity needs to be further addressed
by additional studies in future. A model is proposed
summarizing these discussions in Fig. 8.
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DYRKP—a central coordinator of lipid metabolism

The accumulation of lipids and starch is a highly reversible process after re-addition of nitrogen to the culture
(see Fig. 1e, f ) indicating the plasticity of the molecular processes to preserve or provide chemical energy
depending on the environmental conditions. Phosphoproteomics data revealed dynamic in vivo protein phosphorylation of enzymes involved in lipid metabolism
showing clear evidence that protein phosphorylation
plays a role for the reprogramming of lipid metabolism
and accumulation. One of the central kinases identified
in the protein–protein interaction network (Fig. 4a) is
DYRKP which was found as a negative regulator of starch
and lipid accumulation [26]. DYRKP protein was also
connected to CGK2 and EIF4G (Fig. 4a). In our study,
particularly the phosphorylation sites on EIF4G showed
interesting dynamics. On the one hand, the phosphorylation levels at Ser1061 and Ser1079 in the MIG4 domain of
EIF4G are grouped together in cluster 1 (Fig. 7b). On the
other hand, the phosphosites at the N-terminus and at
position S1507 belong to cluster 2 (Fig. 2b). These results
suggest that EIF4G phosphorylation sites are reciprocally regulated based on N availability. EIF4G phosphorylation at position Ser1061 correlates positively with
proteins involved in lipid metabolism (Additional file 2:
Table S8) such as the major lipid droplet protein (Cre09.
g405500) (Additional file 2: Table S8) [104]. EIF4G and
DYRKP interaction could explain how DYRKP controls
oil accumulation (Fig. 4a). As master regulators of the
translational activity, both EIF4B and EIF4G appeared to
be interesting targets for molecular engineering.

Conclusion
Microalgae are economically important as potential
sources for biofuel production, especially because they
do not compete with nutritional crops for arable land.
As a photoautotrophic/mixotrophic model organism,
C. reinhardtii is a suitable candidate for studying TAG
and starch accumulation during N depletion and recovery. We report for the first time a comprehensive dataset for Chlamydomonas phosphoproteome acclimation
during N depletion and recovery. The analysis demonstrated that chloroplast structure and activity, sugar, and
lipid metabolism as well as protein turnover show significant and reversible changes at the phosphoprotein
level in response to N depletion and recovery. Integration of phenotypic parameters with protein phosphorylation changes revealed the central involvement of
protein kinases such as DYRKP, CGK2, and CDPKK2 in
growth as well as starch and lipid accumulation (Fig. 8).
Our data suggest a two-phase adaptation of the chloroplast during N depletion: a short-term acclimation
(from 0 to 24 h), to “pseudo-highlight”—stress most
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probably due to the depletion of Calvin cycle proteins,
and a long-term acclimation which involves chloroplast
and thylakoid membrane degradation (Fig. 8). Chloroplast degradation leads to a metabolic switch toward
mitochondria supported by metabolism fine tuning,
especially at the glycolysis level (Fig. 8). Results for signaling protein kinases such as DYRKP and CDPKK2 point
to an activation of energy saving pathways such as CKIN
(AMPK in Chlamydomonas [6]) and a down-regulation
of the antagonist TOR complex. Inhibition of TOR complex is supported by the EIF4B phosphorylation level.
However, data obtained for other TOR targets such as
ATG13, RPS6, and NNK1 indicate that a more complex
regulatory mechanism is active potentially involving
TOR-complex regulatory PP2A branch signaling in Chlamydomonas (Fig. 8). Our study validates the reproducibility of the experimental set-up which provides a frame
toward improving our understanding of signaling pathways occurring during N depletion and replenishment in
Chlamydomonas. It also allows a more precise study of
the metabolic bottlenecks for N availability acclimation,
such as the glycolytic pathway. In this context, energy
sensing and signaling function in Chlamydomonas, as
well as the chloroplast degradation process in long-term
adaptation and their potential link with lipid accumulation and energy metabolism are of particular interest.

Methods
Plants material and growth conditions

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii CC-503 cw92, mt+, agg1+,
nit1, nit2 cultures were grown in HEPES–Acetate–
Phosphate medium supplemented with 7 mM 
NH4Cl
(HAP + N; TAP medium in which Tris was replaced by
5 mM HEPES) at 25 °C with shaking (120 rpm) in a 16:8
light:dark photoperiod (85 μmol m-2 s-1; Sylvania Grolux
lamps). To start the experiments, cultures were pelleted
down by centrifugation at the end of the night, washed
two times with HAP-N medium, and re-suspended in
HAP-N media (NH4Cl was replaced by 7 mM KCl) to a
final density of 1–3 × 105 cells mL−1. From this point,
cells were cultivated under continuous light. Cells were
sampled at 0, 5, 24, and 72 h time points after N depletion. After the 72 h time point, N
 H4Cl was added to the
HAP-N cultures to a final concentration of 7 mM to start
the recovery phase. The cultures were once again sampled at 5 h (77 h) and 24 h (96 h) after the addition of N.
Physiological measurements

Growth was measured through the use of two techniques: counting the number of cells and/or measuring
the fresh weight of a specific volume of the culture. Cell
number was measured by using a Thoma hemocytometer and a light microscope (Nikon eclipse S5i). Fresh
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weight was acquired through gravitometric measurements. Starch was measured by using an enzymatic assay
as described by Staudinger [105]. Total lipid content was
measured as described by [7]. Chlorophyll content was
monitored as described by [106]. The photosynthetic rate
was measured with an imaging/pulse-amplitude modulation fluorimeter (OS1-FL, Opti-Sciences).
Protein extraction and phosphopeptide enrichments

Total protein was extracted from Chlamydomonas cell
pellets using 500 μl of extraction buffer (100 mM Tris–
HCl pH 8.0; 5% SDS, 10% glycerol; 1.4 M sucrose; 10 mM
DTT; supplemented with protease and phosphatase
inhibitor cocktails as indicated by the supplier (Roche,
Cat. No. 05 892 791 001 and Cat. No. 04 906 837 001)).
The samples were incubated at room temperature for
5 min. Immediately after the extraction, 300 µl Rotiphenol was added to the samples, which were then vortexed and incubated during 5 min before centrifugation
at 21,000×g for 5 min at room temperature. The supernatant was carefully transferred to a new tube. Phenol
extraction was repeated a second time. The phenol fractions were pooled together and counterextracted with
300 μl of extraction buffer and centrifuged at 21,000×g
for 5 min at room temperature. The supernatant was
carefully transferred to a new tube. Protein precipitation was performed by mixing the phenol fraction with
2.5 volumes of 0.1 M ammonium acetate in methanol.
After a 16-h incubation period at − 20 °C, the samples
were centrifuged for 5 min at 5000×g. The protein pellets
were washed twice with 0.1 M ammonium acetate, one
time with acetone, and air dried at room temperature.
The protein pellets were dissolved in 8 M urea/100 mM
ammonium bicarbonate (AmBic) supplemented with
protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails as indicated by the supplier (Roche, Cat. No. 05 892 791 001
and Cat. No. 04 906 837 001). Protein concentration was
determined using the Bio-Rad Bradford Assay with BSA
as a standard. 100 μg of total protein per sample was
first reduced with dithiothreitol (DTT) at concentration of 5 mM at 37 °C for 45 min. Cysteine residues were
alkylated with 10 mM iodoacetamide (IAA) in darkness
at room temperature (RT) for 60 min. Alkylation was
stopped by increasing DTT concentration to 10 mM and
incubating the samples in the dark at RT for 15 min. Then
the urea concentration was diluted to 2 M with 50 mM
AmBic/10% acetonitrile (ACN). CaCl2 was added to a
final concentration of 2 mM. Trypsin digestion (Poroszyme immobilized trypsin; 5:100 v:w) was performed
at 37 °C overnight. Protein digests were desalted with
C18 solid phase extraction (SPE) (Agilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, USA) and carbon graphite SPE as described
by [107]. After both SPEs, the corresponding eluates were
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pooled and dried in a vacuum concentrator. Phosphopeptide enrichment was performed using 5 mg of TiO2
(Glygen Corp.) as described previously [29, 38] and dried
in a vacuum concentrator.
LC–MS for phosphoproteomics

Phosphopeptide pellets were resolved in 10 µl of 5% (v/v)
ACN and 0.5% (v/v) formic acid (FA). 5 µl of the mixture was separated on an EASY-Spray PepMap RSLC
75 μm × 50 cm column (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.,
Waltham, USA). Peptides were eluted using a 240-min
linear gradient from 2 to 40% of mobile phase B (mobile
phase A: 0.1% [v/v] formic acid (FA) in water; mobile
phase B: 0.1% [v/v] FA in 90% [v/v] ACN) with 300 nl/
min flow rate generated with an UltiMate 3000 RSLCnano system.
The peptides were measured with a LTQ-Orbitrap Elite
(Thermo) using the following mass analyzer settings: ion
transfer capillary temperature 275 °C, full scan range
350–1800 m/z, and FTMS resolution 120,000. Each
FTMS full scan was followed by up to ten data-dependent
(DDA) CID tandem mass spectra (MS/MS spectra) in the
linear triple quadrupole (LTQ) mass analyzer. Dynamic
exclusion was enabled using list size 500 m/z values
with exclusion width ± 10 ppm for 60 s. Charge state
screening was enabled and unassigned and + 1 charged
ions were excluded from MS/MS acquisitions. For injection control, automatic gain control (AGC) for full scan
acquisition in the Orbitrap was set to 5 × 105 ion population, and the maximum injection time (max IT) was set
to 200 ms. Orbitrap online calibration using internal lock
mass calibration on m/z 371.10123 from polydimethylcyclosiloxane was used. Multistage activation was enabled
with neural losses of 24.49, 32.66, 48.999, 97.97, 195.94,
and 293.91 Da for the ten most intense precursor ions.
Prediction of ion injection time was enabled and the trap
was set to gather 5 × 103 ions for up to 50 ms.
Data analysis and statistics

For peptide identification against the Chlamydomonas
database, a map for the proteome of the JGI_236 version
was specifically created using Mercator (http://MapMan.gabipd.org/web/guest/app/mercator) [108]. For
phosphorylation site mapping as well as phosphopeptide
quantification, MaxQuant 1.5 (http://www.maxquant.
org) and Andromeda search algorithm were used [109,
110]. Phosphopeptide identification was performed using
the following settings: Mass tolerance for precursor was
set to 5 ppm and for fragment masses up to 0.8 Da. The
maximum FDR was set to 0.01%. Three missed cleavages
were allowed. The dynamic modifications allowed were
phosphorylation (STY), methionine oxidation (M), and
protein N-terminal acetylation. The fixed modification
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allowed was Carbamidomethyl (C). Quantification was
done at peptide level. Further data processing was done
with the Perseus 1.5 software. Phosphoproteomics data
were log2-transformed, and the following filtered steps
were applied: only phosphopeptides belonging to category I (localization probability > 0.75 and score difference > 5) [111]. Additionally, phosphopeptides were
accounted for quantification only if they were present in
more than 50% of the overall samples. Data were normalized to the median of each sample and the missing values
were replaced with random numbers drawn from normal
distribution of each sample. Z-scores (zero mean, unit
variance) were calculated for relative protein and phosphopeptide abundance for subsequent uni- and multivariates analysis. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and Student’s t test were performed with Perseus 1.5 software. PCA was performed within the numerical software
environment Matlab® (V8.4.0 R2014b; http://www.mathworks.com) and the toolbox COVAIN [112] and hierarchical clustering with MeV [113, 114]. Motif-x analysis
was used to identify phosphorylation motifs that were
over represented in our dataset (http://motif-x.med.harvard.edu/motif-x.html) [45]. The analysis was conducted
on peptides which significantly changed in the one-way
ANOVA analysis. Two searches were performed against
a serine residue or a threonine residue as central position. Chlamydomonas JGI_236 version was used as background proteome. Further details have been provided in
the figure legend (Fig. 5a). Protein–protein interaction
networks were created using the STRING database for
Known and Predicted Protein–Protein Interactions with
the standard setting (http://string-db.org/) [40]. The R
software (The R Project for Statistical Computing; http://
www.r-project.org/) was used to calculate SPLS analysis.
Finally SPLS networks were visualized with Cytoscape
v3.4.0 (http://www.cytoscape.org/) [115].

Additional files
Additional file 1: Figure S1. Additional data on Chlorophyll measure‑
ment. (A) Chlorophyll [a+b] concentration by milliliter during nitrogen
depletion (0 h to 72 h) and N repletion (72 h to 96 h). (B) Ratio between
Chlorophyll a and Chlorophyll b (p < 0,05 = *; p < 0,001 = ***).

Additional file 2: Table S1. List of the 1227 quantified phosphopeptides
in the whole cell for each samples. Phosphopeptides abundance was
quantified based on MS1 intensity in Maxquant (see “Methods”). Data
were log2 transformed and a Zero-mean normalization was applied.
Percentage of coverage and number of unique peptides used for iden‑
tification and score are indicated. MapMan bins were manually curated.
Table S2. List of the 470 phosphopeptides significantly changed in the
one-way ANOVA (p-value < 0.05). The mean abundance ± SD for each
sampling time are indicated. Table S3. List of the 125 proteins identified
in both proteomics and phosphoproteomics approach. For each protein
the corresponding phosphopeptide(s) were added (total of 276 phos‑
phopeptides) and coefficients of correlation were calculated. Proteomics
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data were zero-mean normalized. Table S4. PCA variable loadings of the
phosphopeptides dataset. Table S5. Dataset for the Hierarchical cluster‑
ing, based on the Mapman bin Table S6. sPLS analysis correlations of the
integrated dataset employing phosphopeptides as predictive variables
and physiological measurements as responsive variables. Table S7.
Extraction of the network characteristics from STRING database (https://
string-db.org/). Table S8. sPLS analysis correlations of the integrated data‑
set employing Eukaryotic phosphorylations sites as predictive variables
and proteomics [7] data measurements as responsive variables. Table S9.
list of protein sequences used for STRING analysis in Fig. 5a.
Additional file 3: Figure S2. Changes in functional group as well as in
phosphorylations level related to photosynthesis (A) Mean of the proteins
expression level belonging to sub-functional categories of photosyn‑
thetic related protein [7]. (B) Data represents Z-transformed normalized
abundances of protein and phosphopeptides belonging to photosynthe‑
sis (n = 3 for phosphopeptides and n = 4 for protein level), Phosphosites
followed by * are significant (Additional file 2: Table S2). Protein levels are
based on data obtained previously [7].
Additional file 4: Figure S3. Changes in functional group as well as in
phosphorylations level related to Protein synthesis (A) Mean of the pro‑
teins expression level belonging to a sub-functional category of protein
synthesis related protein [7]. (B) Protein level and phosphosites level from
specific protein belonging to protein synthesis category. Data represents
Z-transformed normalized abundances of protein and phosphopeptides
(n = 3 for phosphopeptides and n = 4 for protein level), phosphosites
followed by * are significant (Additional file 2: Table S2).
Additional file 5: Figure S4. Changes in functional group as well as
in phosphorylations level related to protein degradation (A) Mean of
the proteins expression level belonging to a sub-functional category of
protein degradation related protein [7]. (B) Protein level and phosphosites
level from specific protein belonging to protein degradation category.
Data represents Z-transformed normalized abundances of protein and
phosphopeptides (n = 3 for phosphopeptides and n = 4 for protein
level), phosphosites followed by * are significant (Additional file 2: Table
S2).
Additional file 6: Figure S5. Dynamic of Threonine 7 phosphorylation
level from CP29. CP29 Protein level and CP29-thr7 phosphosite level was
plot together. Data represents Z-transformed normalized abundances of
protein and phosphopeptides (n = 3 for phosphopeptides and n = 4 for
protein level).
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